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This work is an extension of [25] and includes more than 30% new content: a) A fine-grained HMCM schema 
classification, including the linear and interleaved mapping schema. b) Experiments on real Samsung platform, 

proving power optimization on LMCM is more meaningful. c) Three algorithms 2, 3 and 4 are introduced. d) 
The impacts of DMA memory accesses on boundary registers configuration are discussed. e) Several 
experiments are separately introduced to prove our solution effect in linear and interleaved mapping schema. f) 
More experiments on MSPA including the application’s bandwidth and rank idle time are discussed in detail. g) 

New sensitivity studies chapter is discussed, involving up to three aspects: the region boundary configuration, 
core counts and the number of ranks. 
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Memory accounts for a large and increasing fraction of the energy consumed by 

computers. To save energy, memory manufacturers design memory devices in different 

power/work modes. Hardware and software power controls have been proposed to take 

full advantage of these different modes. In this paper, we analyze the effects of different 

memory address mapping schemas on power mode control. Note that a memory address 

mapping schema translates a given physical address to a specific memory cell in DRAM 

system. We find that most of existing power mode controls are sensitive to memory 

address mapping schemas that can be categorized as high-bit multi-access cross memory 

(HMCM) and low-bit multi-access cross memory (LMCM). For the former schema, we 

propose a rank-sensitive buddy system (RS-Buddy) to cluster pages together to prolong 

memory modules’ t ime in low power mode. For the latter schema, we introduce a 

comprehensive solution named MSPA. It  adopts a memory address segmentation module 

to split  memory into many regions, configured as different mapping schemas. With the 

help of an OS power-aware memory allocator, MSPA dynamically allocates one 

application’s memory from its preferred region to balance power and performance. 

Extensive experiments on practical platform for HMCM show that RS-Buddy can 

adapt to finer-grained schemas and effectively optimize memory power efficiency. 

Furthermore, our simulation results of LMCM demonstrate that MSPA can further 

improve the power efficiency by 3% to 17% when combined with previous art s. 

 

Keywords: mapping schema, memory allocator, power, operating system 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Main memory  consumes up to 40% of server energy [1], comparable to or even 

slightly higher than the processors’ consumption. The early work on memory  energy 

conservation focused on creating memory id leness through scheduling, batching and 

layout transformat ions from the view of memory controller [2,3,4]. More recent work is 

dedicated to reducing the number of DRAM modules accessed simultaneously (rank 

subsetting) [5] and even changing the micro- architecture of DRAM modules to improve 

power efficiency [6]. Memory manufacturers have developed memory devices with  

multip le power modes (e.g. active, precharge power-down, active power-down and 

self-refresh). A number of hardware and software policies for switching memory power 

modes have recently been introduced [2, 7, 8], and these studies focus on using control 
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algorithms that dynamically transit modules to low power modes after they become idle 

for a certain threshold of time. The threshold may be determined by observing current 

system workload and performance, or predicted based on past memory accesses. Most 

researchers focus on prolonging the module ’s time in  low power mode by clustering data 

into fewer modules via proper data allocation or dynamic data migration [9,10].  

Current approaches have the following shortcomings . First, they [5,6] may cause big, 

expensive memory arch itecture changes. Most of hardware changes are incompatible 

with previous products. Second, memory architectures are very different in different 

systems. On the one hand, PC or server platfo rm may have heavy demands on being 

convenient to configure memory  capacity. High-bit  mult i-access cross memory (HMCM) 

mapping schema is applied in such systems. On the other hand, for some h igh-bandwidth 

demands systems, low-bit  multi-access cross memory  (LMCM) schema could  bring up  

higher parallelis ms. We call it low-bit multi-access cross memory schema (LMCM) when 

the rank b its fall in the page_offset region. In contrast, we define high-bit multi-access 

cross memory schema (HMCM) when rank bits fall in the page_index region. Section 2 

will exp lain the concepts of rank , page_offset, page_index in detail. Unfortunately, for 

modern DDRx (DDRx refers to the family  of double data rate memory) memories, the 

impacts of such mapping schemas on previous power mode control policies are ignored. 

Lastly, the minimum manage unit of operat ing system is page frame (4k bytes by default), 

bigger than LMCM’s interleaved granularity (may be less than 1k bytes). The previous 

work including the data allocation or data migration policies may not work well.  

We make the fo llowing contributions in this paper: 

 We analyze the relations between mapping schema and power consumption. Results 

show that most power mode control policies are sensitive to mapping schemas and 

may become less effective on LMCM. 

 For HMCM schema, we propose a novel rank-sensitive buddy (RS-Buddy) system 

to keep the idleness of ranks as long as possible. To fully estimate its  effects, we 

introduce two fine-grained mapping schemas, one linear and the other interleaved. 

With extensive simulat ions on a practical plat form, we show that RS-Buddy can 

effectively improve memory power efficiency by 2% to 22% for linear mapping  

schema. The improvement of interleaved schema is 44.3%-132.1% when compared  

with the original operating system’s memory manager. 

 To address the energy problem of LMCM, memory address segmentation module 

(MASM) is designed to split the total memory space into many regions which  

support different mapping schemas. By cooperating with our OS power-aware 

memory allocator (PAMA), it  is possible to allocate memory  from the preferred  

region according to applicat ion’s dynamic bandwidth demands. Experimental 

results show that when combined  with previous works, it  can fu rther increase 

memory power efficiency by 3% to 17%. 

The rest of this paper is  organized as follows. In the next section, we will introduce 

the memory system arch itecture background on which this study is based. Section 3 gives 

a description of our proposed mechanisms in detail. Section 4 presents our experimental 

methods and analytical results. A summary of related work is presented in Section 5. 

Section 6 concludes this paper, followed by additional thoughts in Section 7.   
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2. BACKGROUND 

In this section, we describe the basic operation of DRAM-based memory  systems, 

the mapping of data to DRAM devices, and the results that motivate our approach. 

Modern DDRx  systems are composed of mult iple devices, indiv idually packaged 

integrated circuits. In DRAM devices, a  row is a  group of storage cells that are activated 

in parallel in response to a row activation command. A column of data is the s mallest 

addressable unit of memory. A bank is a  set of independent memory arrays inside a 

DRAM device. Essentially, a rank of memory is a set of DRAM devices that operate in 

lockstep to respond to a given command in a memory system. Although some new 

techniques (partial array self-refresh (PASR) for LPDDR memory) have been supported 

at the bank level, rank is still the basic power mode control unit  for current DDRx  system.  

In order to increase the transfer speed of data between the DRAM devices and the 

memory controller, mult i-channel memory architecture is proposed. 

 
Fig.1 Address translation mechanism 

As Fig.1 illustrates, the processor operates in the virtual address space, and TLB maps 

application’s virtual address space to the physical address space without knowledge or 

regard to the mapping schema in  the DRAM memory address. At the OS level, paging 

mechanis m is in  charge of this translation. For DRAM memory address translation, the 

address mapping schema is used to denote the scheme whereby a given physical address 

is resolved into indices in a DRAM memory system in terms of channel ID (c), rank ID, 

bank ID, row ID, and column ID. Fig.2 g ives the correspondence of virtual address, 

physical address, and DRAM address. In DRAM address row, it shows seven DRAM 

address mapping schemas used in the DRAMSim [23], a  publicly available open source 

JEDEC DDRx memory system simulator. These seven DRAM address mapping schemas 

can be applied in different application fields according to different performance and 

power consumption. For more informat ion, see Fig.5 and Fig.6 in section 3.2.  
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Fig.2 Different mapping schemas of DRAMSim simulator 

3. PROPOSED MECHANISMS 

Energy can be greatly reduced by powering down the id le memory modules. 

Therefore, the power consumption is decided by the id le t ime of memory  modules. As 

discussed in section 2, three factors contribute to the low power consumption. The first is 

the memory access pattern of applications which  is the source of memory requests but 

cannot be modified during run time. It’s beyond of our work to optimize power or 

performance by predicting application’s patterns. The second is the paging mechanism 

(memory  allocator) that determines the destination physical address. The last is the 

mapping schema of memory arch itecture that defines the final DRAM active rank. In  this 

section, we illustrate the classification of schemas first, and show the impacts of mapping 

schema on current outstanding power modes control policies. We then explain our 

mechanis ms in detail.  

 

3.1. Mapping Schema Classification  

Based on memory mapping schema classification, DRAMSim’s schema 1,3,4,6 

belong to HMCM while schema 2,5,7 are parts of LMCM on our defau lt experimental 

configuration. 

3.1.1. High-bit multi-access cross memory schema 

In modern computing systems, one capability that system designers often provide to 

end-users is the ability to configure the capacity of the memory  system by adding or 

removing memory modules. In the context of address mapping scheme, the memory  

expansion capability means that respective channel, row, column, rank, and bank address 

ranges must be flexibly adjustable. As an example, in contemporary desktop computer 

systems, system memory capacity can be adjusted by adding or removing memory  

modules, with one or two  ranks o f DRAM devices per module. In a flexib le, 

user-configurable memory system, rank indices  are mapped to the highest address range 
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in the DRAM memory system. The result of such a mapping schema means that an 

application that utilizes only a subset of the memory  address space would typically make 

use of fewer ranks of memory than are availab le in the system. In  other words, this 

schema exchanges rank parallelism for expansion capability. To strike a balance between  

them, two fine-grained mapping schemas are proposed. 

a) Linear mapping schema 

The rank bits of DRAMSim’s schema 1,3,4 fall into the page_index region and 

contiguous pages will be clustered into few ranks just as Fig.3 shown. Consequently, 

more flexib le expansion capability brings more id le ranks to save more power.   

 
Fig.3 Linear mapping schema 

b) Interleaved mapping schema 

DRAMSim’s schema 6 maps the physical address in the order of channel, row, bank, 

rank, column and width, a thread will generate multip le memory requests to different 

ranks when accessing to contiguous physical pages. This schema sacrifices expansion 

capabilit ies to pipeline ranks to hide memory access latencies, and causes less rank 

idleness with more power consumption. 

 

3.1.2.  Low-bit multi-access cross memory schema 

In modern out-of-order processor systems, a main  memory access that reaches the 

head of the reorder buffer (ROB) will cause a structural stall. Given the d isparity of 

off-chip  memory speeds, most main memory accesses reach the head of the ROB, 

negatively impacting performance. Furthermore, memory requests that miss in the open 

row-buffer require addit ional pre -charge and activate latencies which further stall the 

wait ing processor. Therefore, to meet some h igh bandwidth demands (e.g. 1080p H.264 

decoder/encoder or other memory intensive applications), the high interleaved mapping  

schema LMCM is utilized. Fig.4 describes a high interleaved schema whose granularity 

is page_size/8=512byte. In  other words, by assuming our memory  system has four ranks, 

one 4k page frame will be d ivided into eight parts and placed into four d ifferent ranks. 

Since this hides the pre-charge or act ivity latencies, they can be accessed in parallel. As a 

result, the system can benefit from many banks, ranks and channels parallelisms and the 

performance can be dramatically  improved. However, as fo r power consumption, ranks 

will switch more frequently on LMCM. The proper threshold may be hard to define and 

power mode control polices may become less effective. 
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Fig.4 512 Byte interleaved LMCM schema 

 

3.2. Impacts of Different Memory Mapping Schemas on Power  

To evaluate the power consumption of different mapping schemas, MARSSX86 is 

selected as the base full-system arch itectural simulator to run Linux 2.6.31 and extend its 

memory part  with DRAMSim simulator to simulate DDRx DRAM systems in  the details. 

Table1 shows the simulation parameters. We measure the power consumption and draw 

the power point per 100,000 cycles during application execution. The x-axis o f Fig.5 and 

Fig.6 describes seven different mapping schemas defined in DRAMSim. In  Fig.5, the 

y-axis represents the power while the y-axis of Fig.6 is different application’s execute 

time. It  can be concluded that LMCM schemas (schema 2,5,7) consume more power 

while getting better performance, especially for some memory intensive applications, i.e., 

ferret, bodytrack, freqmine, vips, x264 and facesim. 

 
Fig.5 power on different mapping schemas 
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Fig.6 Performance on different mapping schemas 

 
Fig.7 Two cases explaining how to prolong the time in low power mode 

Regardless of whether a power mode transition is in itiated by a self-monitored 

hardware or software-d irected mechanis m, their principles are mostly based on the fact 

that when one memory rank is idle for a certain threshold, it  can stay in low power modes. 

If the assumption that the cost of power mode switch can be ignored stands, the smaller 

of the threshold, the less power will be consumed. However, most current memory buses 

are synchronous, making it necessary for the operation to complete within a specified  

number of bus cycles. The penalty of resynchronizing on a memory access is very high. 

Therefore, when dynamically controlling the power modes, a big threshold will result in  

more ranks stay in high power mode and thus low power efficiency. In contrast, an 

improper s mall threshold may lead to inconsequential frequent transitions, which results 

in even worse energy consumption and performance loss (e.g. slowing down an 

application by 835%[3]). Fig.7 exp lains how to prolong memory rank’s time in low 

power mode. In case A , one memory access will involve numerous ranks in active power 

mode, and rank’s id le time may be less than predefined threshold. So they could not be 

switched into low power mode. In terms of case B, if an application’s data are clustered 

into one rank, although the total memory access time will be prolonged, the threshold is 
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still bigger than other ranks’ idleness and then their total t ime in  low power mode can be 

prolonged.  

To test the impacts of different mapping schemas on power mode control algorithms, 

we adopt the constant policy (CTP), adaptive threshold policy (ATP) and history -based 

policy (HBP) mentioned in  [2] as the benchmark. These policies have been 

commercialized by chip manufacturers (e.g. Samsung, Texas instruments and Freescale). 

In ATP, a certain threshold is introduced which allows the rank to go to the next power 

mode during one control epoch when the rank’s idle time is longer than the threshold. It 

should be pointed out that the CTP is a special case of the previous ATP mechanis m 

except that the threshold is never changed. The hardware costs for implementing CTP are 

relatively small. HBP estimates the inter-access time, directly transits to the best energy 

mode, and activates (resynchronize) the rank so that it becomes ready by the time of the 

next estimated access. HBP requires a mode assignment table that contains the maximum 

and min imum values of the estimated inter-access time for which a particular mode is 

optimum. In order to measure the power efficiency, we simultaneously run combinations 

of selected benchmarks on the simulation platform that is configured as schema 2. In  

Fig.8, the x-axis is the execution time whose unit is 100,000 cycles and the y -axis 

represents the power consumption. These results show that on LMCM schema, the power 

mode control algorithms may become less effective and bring up much performance loss. 

 
Fig.8 Different power mode control policies on LMCM 

To further verify our conclusion, we repeat experiments on the Samsung 

Exynos4412 real p latform with 2GB lpddr2 memory (4 ranks). It includes the MIU 

(memory interleav ing unit) that provides memory interleaving management to support 

fine-grained LMCM schema. It’s configured as 128-byte interleaving by default. To  

measure power consumption, we selected Monsoon Solutions’ power measurement 

platform [21]. It includes the power monitor hardware and power tool software. Since the 

hardware cost of HBP is high, we realized the CTP and ATP control policy in the Linux 

kernel module under the hardware support. According to results presented in Fig.9 

(x-axis is different Android applications along with the system boot up process, the 

y-axis is the power consumption), it  is clear that compared  with the original system, 

neither CTP nor ATP policy could bring more energy saving on LMCM schema , 

especially for some high-bandwidth multimedia applications.  
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Fig.9 Different power mode control policies for Exynos4412 

3.3. Memory Power Optimizations on Different Mapping Schemas  

3.3.1. Power Optimization on HMCM Schema 

To reduce the power consumption, one common idea is to use as few resources as 

possible. From the perspective of an operating system, the page allocation manager is in  

charge of resource allocation. Based on this observation, we propose a novel 

rank-sensitive buddy (RS-Buddy) system by clustering pages into fewer modules to keep  

idleness of ranks as long as possible. The following is a brief description. In buddy 

system, the continuous 2
order

 free pages (called a page block) are organized in the 

free_area list with the corresponding order, which ranges from 0 to a specific upper limit.  

When threads request size of 2
order

 pages, the algorithm will use the find_page function to 

seek it from free_area[order]  at first. If found, the selected pages will be returned. 

Otherwise, 2
order+1

 pages will be removed from free_area[order+1] and be divided into 

two equal page blocks, one allocated and the other inserted into free_area[order] . 

Originally, the buddy system treats all the page blocks in one free_area list equally, and 

the physical memory is a black box. As is shown in Fig.10, in order to control memory  

modes more effectively, we modify the original free list organization into a hierarchy . 

For each order o f free_area list, we reorganize the free page blocks to form Rank[0..n] 

list according to the rank identification. As discussed in section 2, it  can be seen that rank 

identification can be computed by performing some b itwise shift operations on physical 

address and the overhead can be neglected. For example, for our practical experimental 

bed, the 26
th

 and 27
th 

bit of request page’s physical address represents the rank number. 

For the purpose of saving power to a maximum extent, we maintain a rank table  

(sys_rank_array[0..number_ranks] ) sorted by the number of free resources in 

descending order. We modify the orig inal find_page function to algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: Finding the suitable page block 

/************************************************* 
Input: The requested page order  

Output: The selected page block 

**************************************************/ 

find_page(order)  
{ 
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  for(i=0;i<number_ranks;i++) 

  { 

     rank=sys_rank_array[i]; 
     if(free_area[order].Rank [rank] is not empty) 

        return the selected page block;  

  } 

  return null;  

} 

 
Fig.10 RS-Buddy system structure 

As we all know that external fragmentation arises when free memory  is separated into 

small basic pages and is interspersed by allocated memory. Hence, if system does not 

have enough contiguous memory, when one thread request more than one page, the 

external fragmentation will appear. In buddy system, when some release operations  occur, 

the feature of using suitably aligned blocks makes it easy to check whether a newly  

de-allocated block can be merged with adjacent (unused) block. 

a) Linear Mapping Schema: The maximum contiguous block contains 2
max_order

 

pages and the total size is 2
max_order

*2
page_offset

 bits. That is, when rank bits fall in  

the position that is higher than max_order+page_offset boundary bits, 

RS-Buddy keeps the original buddy system’s anti-fragmentation characteristic. 

According to algorithm 1, it  will select the subset that meets the candidate 

results of the original algorithm, and then could not break the defragmentation 

characteristic of the orig inal buddy system. 

b) Interleaved Mapping Schema: when rank bits are lower than the boundary bits, 

just as schema 6 used in DRAMSim, some larger contiguous blocks are not able 

to be placed in one rank. Therefore, larger contiguous block’s organizat ion will 

turn back to the original buddy system under the strict constraint of 

anti-fragmentation. In the most extreme cases, when rank bits just follow with 

the page_offset bits, no block be indexed by rank identificat ion except  

free_area[0] . In other words, RS-Buddy is hard to achieve desired aggregation 

effect. Only  by ignoring fragmentations could the improved algorithm 2 gain  

more power efficiency. After applicat ions call allocate_page (order) function 
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to request memory, it will firs tly try to find the suitable page block by calling 

find_page_rank(order) . It will not enter the loop as algorithm 1 and directly  

request from free_area[order].Rank [sys_rank_array[0]] . If fails, the 

improved RS-Buddy will then turn to original buddy system’s find_page 

function. 

 

 

Algorithm 2 An improved RS-Buddy for interleaved mapping schema 

/************************************************* 

Input: The requested page order  
Output: The selected page block 

**************************************************/ 

find_page_rank(order) 

{ 

    rank=sys_rank_array[0]; 
    if(free_area[order].Rank [rank] is not empty) 

        return the selected page block;  

else 

 return null;  

} 
allocate_page(order){ 

   for(i=order;i<max_order;i++){  

 if(find_page_rank(i))  

return the selected page block;  

   } 
   if(i==max_order)   // Cannot find the suitable page block  

      find_page(oder); //Call original buddy system’s find_page function  

} 
 

3.3.2. Power Optimization on LMCM Schema 

LMCM schema brings some challenges. First, the time between rank switches is too 

short to have much idle time than the predefined threshold, thus leading to less power 

efficiency. The second and the most important is that page frame is the min imal 

granularity of memory management in operating system. The default page size is 4K in  

Linux while some p latforms support big page mode whose size is 4M. For LMCM 

schema, rank bits fall in the range of page_offset. The size of basic management unit is 

less than the page size. In other words, it is  not applicable to optimize power on this 

schema only based on page migrat ion or allocator mechanis m.  
In order to reduce memory devices ’ power consumption while maintain ing high 

performance, we propose a comprehensive solution (MSPA) that utilizes both the  

improved OS memory management system (PAMA) and the hardware support (MASM). 

Since not all of memory accesses require high memory bandwidth, we modify the 

memory controller by supporting many memory regions . Different regions 

(high-performance region and low-performance region) are configured as different 

mapping schemas under the support of MASM. When applications execute, we 

dynamically allocate memory from the preferred memory region according to its 

dynamic bandwidth demands with the help of PAMA. 
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3.3.2.1. MAS M: memory address segmentation module  

As Fig.11 shows, we redesign the memory controller address translator module into 

the memory address segmentation module (MASM) by adding a control logic b lock. The 

lower_address and upper_address are a pair of registers . They are used to define the 

lower and upper boundary of high-performance memory region. Both registers are 

init ialized before memory starts up. Based on algorithm 3, the address translation module 

will translate physical address into DRAM address according to different mapping 

schema function (f and g). After the physical address is issued, it will be compared with  

the lower bound and upper bound registers . If the physical address falls into this region, 

the mult iplexer will select the g result as the final output to DRAM devices. Otherwise, 

the f function result will be selected. If th is pair o f registers are configured as the 

memory capacity, MASM will change back into LMCM schema. Likewise, if they are 

set to zero, it will turn back into HMCM schema. Therefore, MASM can be compatible 

with previous orig inal products  (HMCM or LMCM). 

Algorithm 3: MSAM-memory address segmentation module implementation 

/********************************************** 

Input: input_address; 
Output: The converted DRAM address 

Lower_address : the lower boundary register 

Higher_address: the upper boundary register 

*********************************************/ 

MASM(bits input_address)  
{ 

  if(input_address>=lower_address and 

     input_address<=upper_address) 

    return g(input_address);//high-performance region 

  else 
    return f(input_address);//low-performance region 

} 
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Fig.11 MSAM 

3.3.2.2. PAMA: power-aware memory allocator  

The OS power-aware memory allocator (PAMA) selects the preferred  memory  

region according to one application’s dynamic bandwidth demands. Therefore, how to  

identify different memory bandwidth demands during applicat ion ’s life t ime becomes a 

critical issue. We provide two methods. In one method we supply APIs for programmers 

to support allocating pages into the predefined region. In the other method, according to 

algorithm 4, one dynamic identification scheme is supported. It is based on a threshold 

parameter MPKIt mentioned in [13], and determined by averaging the last level cache 

Misses Per Kilo Instructions (MPKI) of all applicat ions. During every profile interval (it  

will be discussed in section 4), applicat ions are categorized as low memory -intensity if 

their MPKI is lower than MPKIt, and h igh memory -intensity otherwise. The use of the 

average value of MPKI allows the threshold to adapt to workload memory intensity. 

MPKI can be easily obtained from the performance monitor unit (PMU) provided by 

CPU manufacturer. The overheads are several CPU cycles that can be safely ignored. In 

addition, the profiling algorithm begins to track each application ’s MPKI and system’s 

MPKIt  when PMU interrupts are triggered by a counter transitioning from the predefined 

profiling interval count to zero (eg. assuming IA32_PerfEvtSelX.INT register of Intel 

CPU is set). The costs are mainly  from hardware, fortunately . It has been supported by 

most CPU products (eg. Intel, AMD and ARM). 

Once each application is assigned to a preferred region, PAMA attempts to enforce 

this preference. For each page, there are two possibilit ies. First, the accessed page may  

not be resident in any memory region (page fault). In this case, the page fault handler 

attempts to allocate the page by using mspa_allocate_page function (algorithm 5) in the 

preferred region. If there are free pages in the preferred high-performance region, the 

new pages are allocated there. Otherwise, a  similar version  of the Linux LRU 

replacement policy (swap) is used to select pages and swap them to the low performance 
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region. By default, we assume low performance region is bigger than the 

high-performance region and it does not support swap mechanism. When 

mspa_allocate_page calls allocate_pages function to allocate pages from the 

low-performance region, the power consumption will be saved. 

 

Algorithm 4: Compute the preferred region according to thread’s MPKI 

/***************************************************** 

Input: thread 
Output: The preferred region 

MPKIt : The average MPKI of all applications at time t 

*****************************************************/ 

compute_prefered_region(thread pid)  

{ 
  if(pid.MPKI>MPKIt)  

    pid.preffered_region=high-performance region;  

  else 

    pid.preffered_region=low-performance region; 

} 

 

 

Algorithm 5: mspa_allocate_page 

/***************************************************** 

Input: thread 

Output: The selected pages  

****************************************************** 

mspa_allocate_page(thread pid)  
{ 

  if (pid.preffered_region==high-performance region)  

  { 

    if (high-performance region has free memory)  

      allocate pages to thread pid;  
    else 

      selected pages from high-performance region based 

      on LRU and swap them  to low-performance region; 

      /*It will call the modified find_page function to  

      search page block from the buddy system.*/ 
  } 

  else 

    allocate pages from low-performance region; 

} 

 

In the second case, the accessed page may be present in a reg ion other than the 

preferred region. However, it is very rare in our workloads according to observation, 

since application behavior is relatively constant within an interval. In  this case, 

dynamically migrating the page to the preferred region could be beneficial. However, 

frequent page migrations will incur TLB and cache block invalidation overheads. Thus, 
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our default implementation of PAMA does not support it. Migration can be incorporated 

into our mechanism if needed. 

4. EVALUATION 

Experiments are done both on the real hardware p latform and simulator. For the real 

platform, an Exynos4412 chip is selected. It integrates a dual ARM Cortex-A9 core and a 

1GB LPDDR2 DRAM (4 ranks). It not only can be configured as HMCM (Linear or 

Interleaved) mapping schema but also provides the memory interleaving unit  (MIU) to  

support fine-grained interleaved LMCM schema. The schema can be selected by 

software before memory system starts up. Its memory controller has supported the 

hardware logic to save power, in which if no AXI bus transaction enters the controller 

and the command queue becomes empty for a specific number of cycles 

(PwrdnConfig.dpwrdn_cyc register), the controller changes the memory device’s mode 

to active or precharge power down automatically. If a new AXI transaction enters the 

controller, the controller automatically  wakes up the memory device from power down 

mode and executes in a normal operation state. Under the hardware support, we 

implemented the ATP and CTP policies in Android 4.0. In order to measure system’s 

power more accurately, we selected the Monsoon Solutions power measurement platform  

that includes the power monitor hardware and power tool software to measure mobile 

powered devices.  

In our experiments, we have tried six popular applications along with the system 

startup process: The first is the Angry Birds game . It is tested by executing the monkey  

tool provided by Google. The second test is to play 64M 720p source video with Android 

video player. The th ird is to use Gallery  View application  to show 50 photos  in order. 

The fourth is the camera application that is used to record a 64M 720p v ideo. The fifth is 

to use the Android Browser to execute Bbench benchmark [24]. The last is to copy 64M 

data to SD card by using ES File application.  

Because our solution of LMCM schema needs some modifications of the memory  

controller and the data associated with hardware are hard to get from the real platform, 

we conduct the simulat ion platform. For our simulat ion setup, we use MARSSX86 [17] as 

the base full-system architectural simulator to run Linux 2.6.31 and extend its memory  

part with DRAMSim simulator to simulate DDRx DRAM systems in the details. Table1 

shows the simulat ion parameters. We support two different ways to control memory  

power modes. The first is the direct command mode. We assume the availability of a set 

of configuration  registers in  the memory controller that is mapped into the address space 

of the CPU. Programming these registers using one or more CPU instructions (stores) 

would result in  the desired power mode setting. The second is the hardware dynamic 

power control mode. In this mode, if no bus transaction enters the controller and the 

command queue becomes empty for a specific number of cycles (threshold registers), the  

controller changes memory rank’s mode to low power mode automat ically. According to  

discussions on section 3, we implemented CTP, ATP and HBP power mode control 

policies. To estimate the power consumption of DRAM, the DRAMSim simulator keeps 

tracking the states of each memory channel, rank and bank. It follows the Micron power 

calculation methodology by default [18]. The parameters used to calculate the DRAM 
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power and energy are also listed in table 1. However, this power model has some 

drawbacks and may be inaccurate, because it does not take into account the power 

consumed when transitioning between power-down or self-refresh modes and active 

modes. We improved it according to work [19]. 

Table1 System default configuration 

Feature Value 

CPU cores 
L1 I/D cache (per core) 

L2 cache (shared) 
Cache block size 

Memory configuration 

Quad core, 2.4GHZ 
16 KB, 2-way 

64KB 
64bytes 

2GB, 2 DDR2 channels, 4 ranks, 

8 banks per rank 

 

 
 

Time 

tCL, tAL, tCK 

tRAS, tRCD, tRRD 
tRC, tRP, tCCD 

tRTP, tWTR, tWR 
tRTRS, tRFC, tFAN 

tCKE, tXP, tCMD 
Refresh period 

4, 0, 3.0 

14, 4, 3 
18, 4, 2 
3, 3, 5 

1, 43, 13 

3, 2, 1 
7800 

 
 
 

current 

IDD0, IDD1 
IDD2P, IDD2Q, IDD2N 

IDD3Pf, IDD3Ps, IDD3N 

IDD4W,IDD4R 
IDD5 

IDD6,IDD6L 
IDD7 

85, 100 
7, 40, 40 

30, 10, 55 

135, 135 
215 
7, 5 
280 

VDD 1.8v 

 

Our work is evaluated with fu ll system simulation of mult i-threaded workloads from 

the PARSEC [20] benchmarks (vips, x264, facesim, fluidanimate, ferret, blackscholes, 

bodytrack, swaptions, freqmine) with simsmall input set. 

4.1. Power Optimization on HMCM schema 

4.1.1. RS-Buddy Costs 

RS-Buddy will update sys_rank_array to track all ranks’ utilization. Its time 

complexity  is O(n), where n  is the number of devices. Experimental results show that the 

performance loss is within  2.1%  when real platfo rm configured as either Linear or 

Interleaved Mapping Schema.  

As mentioned in section 3.1.1, RS-Buddy could keep original buddy system’s 

defragmentation characteristic for linear mapping schema, while an improved RS-Buddy 

is updated to achieve higher power efficiency for interleaved schema under the premise 

of breaking fragmentation constraint. Therefore, to prove RS-Buddy’s defragmentation 

characteristic for linear mapping schema, we calculate the average fragmentation based 

on formula 1[22]. 

emoryTotalFreeM

moryckofFreeMeLargestBlo
1n_levelagmentatioAverage_fr           (1) 

As it’s hard to give the data distribution for every memory access on real platform, 
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we figured the mem_map array to display the distribution after testing all applications. In  

Fig.12, Fig.13, each pixel represents one page. A red pixel is a page in use, while a green  

pixel is a free page. It can be concluded that original buddy system created 87.01% 

fragmentations, while RS-Buddy separately created 87.7% fragmentation for linear 

mapping schema. Hence, our algorithm can keep the defragmentation characteristic. 

 
Fig.12 Page distribution of original buddy system 

 
Fig.13 Page distribution of RS-Buddy System in linear mapping schema 

4.1.2. Power Efficiency of RS-Buddy  

In order to evaluate energy efficiency, we use the product of energy and delay  (EDP) 

as the metric to capture our goal of maintaining high  performance while min imizing  

energy consumption.  

a) Linear Mapping Schema 

In Fig.14, the x-axis represents different android benchmarks and the y-axis is the 

relative ratio of power, t ime and EDP compared with original system. Results show that 

when combined with the CTP and ATP policy, RS-Buddy can further decrease EDP from 

2% to 22%. RS-Buddy system cannot get more energy efficiency during system boots up . 

The reason is that when mapping schema is configured as Linear Mapping Schema, the 

contiguous physical addresses will be placed into sequent ranks to a great extent. Given 

that the kernel image will always be at  the start of DRAM, as Fig.15 depicted, the Linux 

kernel maximizes contiguous space by allocating runtime memory  from the end of 

physical DRAM moving downward. During the system boots up stage, running processes 

may be so few that RS-Buddy is hard to cluster pages together. 

 
Fig.14 Relative varaiation rate of power, t ime and EDP of RS-Buddy in linear mapping schema 
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Fig.15 Physical memory map for Linux 

b) Interleaved Mapping Schema 

Original operating system will occupy the fixed contiguous memory region  and 

sequential ranks may be pre-allocated due to interleaved mapping schema. In contrast, 

RS-Buddy will d irectly talk to DRAM to cluster pages together by the aid of prebuilt  

sys_rank_array list. Although applications may perform a good localization on their 

virtual address space, interleaved schema causes different physical ranks to switch in turn  

to achieve contiguous virtual address accesses. Hence, RS-Buddy exploits the physical 

and DRAM address mapping scheme, and improves power efficiency from 44.3% to  

132.1%, as Fig.16 shows for interleaved mapping schema. However, in spite of 

RS-Buddy effective clustering result, its own hardware characteristic o f exchanging 

power for performance determined that its absolute returns are far less than the linear 

schema.  

 
Fig.16 Relative varaiation rate of power, t ime and EDP for RS-Buddy in interleaved mapping schema 

4.2. Power Optimization on LMCM schema 

MSAM’s lower and upper boundary registers play a major ro le in determining the 
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size of h igh and low performance region, and further impacting system’s power 

efficiency. Through experiments on different lower and upper boundary register 

configurations, we can balance the system power and performance more effect ively when 

high-performance region accounts for 12.5% of total memory. We later test sensitivity to 

this parameter. It must be pointed out that memory accesses made by DMA are different 

from those made by processors. For one thing, most DMA transfers usually have large 

size such as mult iple data blocks of  size 512 bytes (disk sector size) or 8k bytes (page 

size). As a result, a  DMA transfer requires the accessed memory  device to be in active 

mode for a relatively long period of time. Consequently, DMA requests may need more 

bandwidth (e.g. In the ARM white paper [23], it  has been pointed out that a 1080p v ideo 

application may  require 2.5GB/s memory bandwidths) and the memory  energy 

consumption is less sensitive to the length of idleness thresholds. Since DMA can lead to  

cache coherency [16] problems (to address the problem, Linux clears the cacheable bit to 

disable cache to buffer the DMA area), MPKI cannot reflect the real memory demands 

for some applications using DMA. Therefore, the ZONE_DMA area, predefined in Linux 

to support for DMA memory requests , is placed into high-performance reg ion by default. 

In addition, for MASM configuration, we configure the output ‘g’ function as schema 2 

for high-performance region (high performance with h igh power) while ‘f’ function is set 

as schema 3 for low-performance reg ion (low performance with low power).  

Furthermore, according to descriptions of algorithm 4 in PAMA, it can  be 

concluded that the profile interval length is important to decide whether the MPKI 

parameter can estimate application memory access behaviors. A short initial profile 

interval length leads to less stable MPKI values, and hence potentially inaccurate 

estimation of application characteristics. In contrast, a long profile interval length causes 

a large number of pages to be allocated prior to computing memory region. According to 

existing work [15], a  profile interval length of 10M cycles balances the downside of short 

and long intervals and provides the optimal performance.  

 

4.2.1. MAPA Costs 

The costs of MSPA come from two aspects: MASM and PAMA. MASM’s cost is 

the gate delay that can be ignored, while PAMA will t rack applications ’ memory access 

behaviors under hardware support. In order to accurately test the costs of PAMA 

algorithm, we compared it with the orig inal buddy system without power mode contro l. 

Results in Fig.17 show that PAMA’s execution time is similar to the original allocator 

and the performance loss is within 2.4%.  
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Fig.17 PAMA’s Performance Loss 

4.2.2. Power efficiency of MSPA 

The observed memory bandwidths of all applicat ions are shown in Fig.18. 

According to Fig.18 and Fig.5, it can  be concluded that memory intensive applications 

are more sensitive to mapping schemas than other applications. Therefore, it is valid to  

determine which memory access should be in high-performance region while others 

belonging to low-performance region based on bandwidth parameter MPKI.  

 
Fig.18 Bandwidth demands on different mapping schemas 

To show the fundamental differences between MSPA and the original system, 

experiments were first carried out without the power mode control policies. Results from 

Fig.19 prove that MSPA can effectively pro long the rank idle time and decrease rank 

transitions. Therefore, power can be saved from two aspects: dynamic power 

consumption and switch penalty. In order to evaluate power efficiency, the  product of 

energy and delay (EDP) is applied. Fig.20 shows that when combined with ATP, CTP 

and HBP policies, our MSPA can fu rther optimize power efficiency from 3% to 17% 

compared with these state-of-the-art policies. Because the blackscholes, swaptions and 

fluidanimate application’s bandwidth demands are s mall enough and they are less 

sensitive to mapping schema configuration, MSPA does not make a significant 

contribution. 
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Fig.19 Rank idle time and transitions of MSPA 

 
Fig.20 Power efficiency of MSPA combined with other policies 

5. SENSITIVITY STUDIES 

Sensitivity to boundary region register configuration. Different lower and higher 

boundary register configurations cause different sizes of high and low performance 

regions. In Fig.21, the y-axis is the improved EDP power efficiency for d ifferent power 

mode control policies while x-axis is different configurations . By setting 

high-performance boundary registers as 256M, 512M and 768M, Fig.21 shows that for 

most of applicat ions, when high-performance region accounts for 12.5% memory  

capacity (256M), MSPA can get better power efficiency. 
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Fig.21 Improved EDP ratio varied with different boundary region register 

Sensitivity to core count. With the increasing number of cores on a chip, memory  

access streams are more random because access streams of independent threads may be 

interleaved at  the memory  controller [13]. Fig.22 shows the impact  of multi-cores on  the 

spatial locality, indicted by the DRAM row-buffer hit rate [13] for d ifferent applications. 

Results show that most of the applications demonstrate lower spatial locality as the 

number of cores increases. In other words, it will bring more rank t ransitions and may  

exacerbate the power issue on LMCM schema. Therefore, it appears that our work on 

improving power efficiency on LMCM may be more meaningful. 

 
Fig.22 Locality in multi-core architecture 

Sensitivity to rank count.  Since more id leness is created with the number o f rank 

increasing [5], less power will be consumed. In [10], a  s mall bridge chip to  break a 

conventional DRAM device into multip le smaller mini-ranks so as to reduce the number 

of devices involved in a single memory access. Therefore, power mode control policies 

will take effect with the help of min i-ranks scheme more effect ively. However, mult iple 

mini-ranks may also become less effective along with the increasing application ’s input 

set and system’s computation complexity. One of our future work is to balance these two 

factors to improve power efficiency. 

 

RELATED WORK 
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It has been observed that memory system is a dominant consumer of the overall 

system energy. Most of related work [5,6] aims at modifying memory arch itecture to 

improve memory energy issue by reducing the number of chips or bits actually touched 

for one memory access. In addition, to fully exp loit memory’s different power modes, a 

lot of research has been done. However, as far as we know, most previous power mode 

control work are generally techniques for intelligently setting idleness thresholds to 

increase the achievable energy savings. For example, Delaluz et al. propose 

compiler-directed and hardware-assisted approaches, such as clustering data with similar 

lifetime and predicting inter-access time, to exp loit memory low power modes [2]. Li et  

al. built a model to estimate performance loss of low power management and propose 

performance guaranteed low power management  schemes for both memory  and disk [3]. 

Fan et al. built an analytical model to approximate memory chips id le time and study 

when to make power mode transitions [4]. Knapsack proposed to min imize performance 

degradation under a power constraint [8].  

In order to effect ively coordinate with mode control algorithms, several polices have 

been proposed to prolong memory module’s time in low power mode. It is main ly to 

cluster data into fewer devices by proper data allocation or dynamic data migration. 

Lebeck et al. [10] firstly propose power-aware page allocation policies to increase the 

chances that DRAM chips can be put into low power modes. V. Delaluz et al. p ropose an 

automatic data migration method that dynamically p laces the arrays with temporal 

affinity into the same set of devices [14]. Zhou et al. use page miss ratio curve as  the 

guidance for memory allocation of mult iprogramming systems and memory energy 

management [7]. Huang et al. propose memory t raffic shaping method by data migration  

and address remapping to maximize memory chips ’ id le time [9]. 

Previous memory  power management  mechanisms do not consider the differences 

between HMCM and LMCM schema in DDRx arch itecture and ignore their impacts on 

power simultaneously. By  analyzing on the relations between current memory power 

control polices and different mapping schemas, we find that LMCM schema designed for 

high memory bandwidth may lead memory modules to have less time in low power 

modes, without excessively degrading performance. In addition, existing page clustering 

work on memory power optimizations may bring slide effect that ignores external 

fragmentation issue. Instead, we focused on the more challenging scenario of Linux. In  

terms of LMCM schema, page frame is bigger than the interleaved granularity. Hence 

previous page layout management at OS level may be ineffective. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we analyze the impacts of memory mapping schemas with power 

control policies, and propose to classify these schemas into two categories: HMCM and 

LMCM. On the one hand, we propose a RS-Buddy system that modifies the orig inal 

buddy system to add device identificat ion information on HMCM. RS-Buddy clusters 

data into fewer devices to support linear and interleaved fine -grained mapping schema. 

Our experiments show that memory power efficiency has been  dramatically improved 

when combined with  other memory power saving mechanis ms. On the other hand, 

previous works may  have some constraints on LMCM schema in account of the 
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difficulty o f creating enough idleness. As not all of memory accesses have high -memory  

bandwidth demands, we modified the memory controller by adding MASM module to 

split memory  region into different regions. Each region is configured as different 

mapping schema to meet various memory  requests. It ’s able to dynamically  map  

application’s pages into different regions according to its bandwidth demands by the aid 

of PAMA. With intensive experiments on the simulation environment, it can be proved 

that MSPA can further decrease 3%~17% of EDP when combined with other studies. 
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